Controlling the distribution of oxygen functionalities on GO and utilization of PEDOT:PSS-GO composite as hole injection layer of a solution processed blue OLED
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Abstract

Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesis by Tour method. Particle size distribution effects of raw graphite on the resulting structural, morphological, optical and electrical properties of GO samples and their poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) composites are studied for the graphite particle distributions of <150, 45–75 and 25–45 μm. It is determined that particle size of raw graphite have an impact on oxidation degree, the chemical nature of oxygen functional groups on GO and it also affects the lateral size of obtained GO.

PEDOT:PSS-GO composites are utilized as hole injection layer (HIL) in a solution process blue organic light emitting diode. Presence of GO caused negative differential resistance (NDR) and NDR intensity was decreased with the decrease in lateral size of GO, increase in the graphite particle size and carboxyl% of obtained GO. All PEDOT:PSS-GO composite based devices presented better performance than the bare PEDOT:PSS based reference device. The maximum luminous and external quantum efficiency values of the device that contain HIL of PEDOT:PSS-GO(150) were more than 40% and 50% higher than that of the reference, respectively. Two folds of increase in these performance values were able to be reached with the concentration optimization of GO/150 in PEDOT:PSS.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Graphene is known as a single atom thick sheet of graphite which has sp² hybridized carbon atoms within the hexagonal structure [1]. This hybridization leads to high electron delocalization on the carbon layer and brings superior electronic properties into graphene [1,2]. Graphene has gained much attention in various application areas such as organic photonic systems (OLEDs, OPVs, OFEDs, photo-sensors), fuel cells, capacitors, catalysis, biomedicines and composite materials due to its extraordinary mechanical, thermal, electrochemical, magnetic and electronic properties [3–16].

Preparation of graphene can be carried out by four main techniques; i) chemical vapor deposition, ii) epitaxial growth, iii) mechanical exfoliation of graphite and iv) chemical synthesis method [8,17–22]. Chemical synthesis method provides an opportunity to prepare graphene through fast and economical mass production approaches [1,2]. This method includes a series of oxidation-reduction processes and oxidation of graphite is the most significant stage. Existence of the oxygen functional groups on the graphene oxide (GO) structure make it dispersible in many solvents and allows its utilization in solution processable organic photonic devices [4]. GO can be prepared through four main routes; i.e. Brodie, Hummers, Hoffman and Tour [23–26]. Tour method has been improved by the modification of Hummers method and has significant advantages as it eliminates the generation of toxic gases, reduces the reaction exothermicity and provides higher oxidation yield [26].

In literature, it is generally emphasized that particle size, morphology (powder, flake, expandable), source (neutral or...
synthetic) and reaction conditions of raw graphite influence the properties of obtained GO. To the best of our knowledge, there are only three studies focusing on the influence of particle size of raw graphite on the structure of obtained GO [1,2,27]. Botas et al. identified the particle size of graphite as its crystallite size and argued that oxygen functionality and sheet size of obtained GO is influenced by the crystal boundaries in graphite. It was explained that smaller crystallites caused formation of smaller GO sheets and oxidation occurred at the edge sides resulting in carboxylic groups [2]. However, Tran et al. defined that small sized graphite could be easily oxidized and led the formation of higher crystallite structured GO sample. Decrement in GO crystallinity with the increasing raw graphite size was attributed to the damaging of bigger graphite sheets more than the smaller ones during the hard oxidation conditions [27]. Dao et al. agreed with Tran et al. at a certain extend and showed that oxidation degree of GO was increased as the size of raw graphite was reduced [1].

Recently, benefiting from the hydrophilic nature of GO, its utilization in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) as dopant in generally used hole injection material (HIM) poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)poly-(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) (PEDOT:PSS) started to take attention [28–30]. The advantages of GO presence in PEDOT:PSS are described as improving hole transition and decreasing exciton quenching between HIL and emissive layer. It is thought that the particle size of raw graphite would influence the oxidation degree and have an effect on the distribution of oxygen functional groups on GO sheets. These expectations might result in drastic changes on the charge injection and/or accumulation between the HIL and emissive layer. Therefore, in this study, particle size effects of raw graphite (<150 μm, 45–75 μm and 25–45 μm) on the structural, morphological, optical and electrical properties of obtained GO were investigated. Aqueous dispersions of the synthesized GOs were used to prepare PEDOT:PSS-GO composites and these composites were utilized as HIL of a solution processed blue OLED.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Expandable graphite powders (Nord-Min 35) was purchased from Nordmann, Rassmann. Potassium permanganate (KMnO4). Sulfuric acid (H2SO4). Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) were from Merck. Blue emitter poly(9,9-di-(2-ethylhexyl)-fluorenyl-2,7-diyl) end capped with poly-silsesquioxane (POSS) (ADS231BE) polymer was bought from American Dye Source. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)poly-(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) (PEDOT:PSS; Al4083) was provided from Ossila. Cesium Carbonate (Cs2CO3) and Aluminum (Al) bought from Sigma-Aldrich. Mica substrates were obtained from SPI (mica grade V-4) and indium thin oxide (ITO; 15 Ω/□) was purchased from Lumtec. All the other chemicals were in analytical grade and used as received.

2.2. Instruments

Endecotts EFL 2 MK3 Test Sieve Shaker was used to separate the raw graphite in three different size distributions. Preparation of GO dispersion in water was performed by Bandelin Sonopuls HD 2200 Ultrasonic homogenizer. Chemical structures of synthesized GO samples were determined by X-Ray Diffraction [XRD, Rigaku Ultima IV X-Ray Diffractometer using Cu Kz radiation, data sets were confined in the range of 3–40°] [20], X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo Scientific K-Alpha Surface Analysis XPS spectrophotometer), Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR, Perkin Elmer Spectrum BX FT-IR spectrophotometer with ATR), Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA, PerkinElmer Pyris 6 TGA) and Raman analysis (Horiba, XploRA) techniques. Optical properties of GO dispersions were characterized by Analytic Jena S600 UV Spectrophotometer. Laurell WS-400B-6NPP-LITE spin coater was used for preparation of the GO and PEDOT:PSS-GO composite thin films. Morphological properties of the GO films were measured by Ambios Q Scope 250 model atomic force microscope (AFM) and for resistivity measurements Signatone PRO4-400 was used. Cs2CO3 and Al deposition was performed with a shadow mask by a vacuum evaporator, attached to an MBRAUN 200B glove box system. EL characteristics of the devices were measured by Keithley 2400 source meter and Hamamatsu C10083MD fiber optic spectrophotometer measurement system.

2.3. Preparation of GO and GO thin films

Raw graphite was sieved to obtain three different particle size distributions of 25–45 μm, 45–75 μm and <150 μm and they were identified as G/25–45, G/45–75 and G/150. Oxidation of all graphite materials was carried out by Tour method [26,31]. Shortly summarizing; graphite powder (2.6 g) was oxidized by KMnO4 (14 g) in the 9:1 mixture of concentrated H2SO4/H3PO4 (180:20 ml) media at 50 °C for 15 h. Then reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature (RT) and reaction was terminated by the addition of 30% H2O2 (20 mL) into ice water (300 mL). Obtained GO suspension was centrifuged (6500 rpm for 1.5 h) and supernatant was decanted away. The remaining solid was washed with 200 mL of 30% HCl. 200 mL of ethanol and pure water, respectively. Centrifugation steps were repeated after each washing and water washing process was continued until obtaining neutral pH from decant. Finally, GO solid was vacuum-dried overnight at RT. This procedure was repeated for all of the particle sizes and obtained GO solids were referred as GO/25–45, GO/45–75 and GO/150. Each GO solid was dispersed in pure water and sonicated for 5 min to obtain homogenous dispersion with four different concentrations i.e. 0.3 mg/ml, 1 mg/ml, 2 mg/ml and 8 mg/ml. These dispersions were spin coated at 3000 rpm for 60 s on mica substrates to investigate concentration effects on morphological properties and surface resistivity of GO thin films.

2.4. Preparation of PEDOT:PSS-GO composites and their utilization in OLED

Aqueous dispersion of GO/25–45 GO/45–75 and GO/150 (0.3 mg/ml) were blended with PEDOT:PSS in 1:1 v/v ratio, then sonicated for approximately 30 min to obtained homogenous PEDOT:PSS-GO composites. Prepared composites were termed as PEDOT:PSS-GO/25–45, PEDOT:PSS-GO/45–75 and PEDOT:PSS-GO/150. All composites and bare PEDOT:PSS were spin coated on quartz and mica substrates at 3000 rpm and annealed at 100 °C in vacuum for 30 min. Then optical, sheet resistance and morphological characterizations of the thin films were performed. Sheet resistance values are the mean values of data collected from 20 measurements.

ITO substrates were etched and cleaned by the general method [32,33]. All PEDOT:PSS-GO composites were used as the HIL of the OLED with the structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS-GO(40 nm)/ADS231BE(60 nm)/Cs2CO3(3 nm)/Al(100 nm). The device prepared by pure water diluted PEDOT:PSS (1:1, v/v ratio) acted as the reference device. The HILs were spun coated at 3000 rpm on the pre-cleaned and oxygen plasma treated ITO substrates and then dried at 100 °C for 30 min in vacuum oven. The thicknesses were in the range of 37 nm and 45 nm. Chlorobenzene solution of ADS231BE (10 mg/mL) was spin-coated onto the HILs at 2500 rpm
and annealed at 65 °C for 30 min in vacuum oven. Finally, Cs₂CO₃ (3 nm) and Al (100 nm) were deposited on the active layer by vacuum thermal evaporation (1E⁻⁶ torr) system. All electroluminescence (EL) characterizations were executed under nitrogen atmosphere. Four parallel devices with the active areas of 6 mm² were prepared. The performance results presented here are the mean values.

The procedure described above was repeated for the concentration optimization of GO/150 in PEDOT:PSS. In addition to 0.3 mg/ml dispersion of GO/150 in water, dispersion concentrations of 0.2, 0.1 and 0.03 mg/ml were also used in the preparation of composites and corresponding devices.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Structural characterization of GO samples

Fig. 1a represents the XRD patterns of raw graphite samples; G/25-45, G/45-75 and G/150. In literature, characteristic 20 peak of graphene is determined at approximately 26° from the (002) reflection and that also signify the crystalline size along the c-axis (Lc) [1,27]. Lc values and PSD are given in Table S1. A slight improvement in crystallinity was observed for GO/25-45 compared to those of G/45-75 and G/150. Interlayer distances (d-spacing) of all samples are obtained as ~3.4 Å.

It is known that incorporation of oxygen functionalities to the carbon lattice causes an increment in d-spacing between the layers and shifts the 20 peak to lower values [1,34]. After oxidation process, the peak of graphite at 26° (20) disappeared completely and new peaks were obtained at 8.80°, 10.47° and 10.58° for GO/25-45, GO/45-75 and GO/150, respectively (Fig. 1b). GO/25-45 presented a sharper and more shifted XRD peak than GO/45-75 and GO/150 and interlayer distances (d-spacing) of GO/25-45, GO/45-75 and GO/150 were determined as 10.00, 8.46 and 8.36 Å, respectively. Approximately 3-fold of increment in d-spacing of GO samples compared to that of raw graphite samples points out that incorporation of oxygen functional groups into the carbon lattice was successfully achieved [34,35]. It is assumed that obtaining higher d-spacing for GO/25-45 may be the result of more hydroxyl, epoxy and carbonyl group formations on the basal plane and this assumption is confirmed by the XPS results. This functionality may lead uniformly ordered crystalline structures for GO/25-45 whereas for GO/45-75 and GO/150 samples, steric effects of carboxylic acid groups on the edge sides may have inhibited uniform arrangement. It can be concluded that particle size of raw graphene play a key role in the dominant oxidation region and consequently d-spacing of the obtained GO.

Fig. 2 shows XPS general spectra and curve fit of C1s spectra of GO/25-45, GO/45-75 and GO/150 samples. All of them have a broad C 1s peak that is convoluted into five characteristic sub peaks between 283 and 290 eV. The peaks centered at around 283.7, 284.6, 285.6, 287.1 and 288.9 eV corresponds to the sp³ carbon (C–C), sp² carbon (C=C), hydroxyl and epoxy (C–O), carboxyl (C=O) and carboxylic acid groups (O=C–O), respectively. Existence of these functional groups is compatible with the FT-IR spectra (Fig. 3). Stretching peaks of O−H (~3400 cm⁻¹), C−OH (1039 cm⁻¹), C−O−C (~1200 cm⁻¹), C=O (1720 cm⁻¹) and O=C−O (~1373 cm⁻¹) oxygenated functional groups and un-oxidized graphitic C=C bonds (~1622 cm⁻¹) are monitored in all GO samples.

Abundance of (%A) functional groups on the GO samples differed depending on the particle size of raw graphite and oxidation degree values are slightly reduced with the decreasing particle size. A maximum of C−O groups determined for GO/25-45, whereas C=O and C(OH) groups were exhibited a max. value for GO/45-75 and GO/150, respectively (Table 1). This can be explained by the oxidation mechanism of graphite. Concentrated H₂SO₄ generates electrophilic SO₃, given as follows;

$$2H₂SO₄ + SO₃ + H₂O → HSO₃⁻ + H₂SO₄$$

According to given equation, two expected interactions may occur between graphene and H₂SO₄; i) electrophilic SO₃ may attack to graphene layers as benzene sulfonation approach [36] and ii) H₂SO₄/HSO₄ may attach to the intrinsic defects of raw graphite [37]. These interactions lead the expansion of layers for penetration of the oxidizing agent (KMnO₄) [37,38]. It has been already identified that substitution reaction between H₂SO₄ (attached onto graphene layers) and KMnO₄ can be the key factor for the oxidation of graphite. During this process vicinal diols are firstly occurred via formation of manganite esters. Thereafter, some part of these diols converts into epoxy groups (C−O−C) while some of them were oxidized to two adjacent ketone groups. According to the literature explanations it could be implied that oxidation is occurred at edge first and then on the activated defect sides of basal plane for all GO sources [37]. Higher O−C−O% and lower C−O% values obtained for GO/45-75 and GO/150 than those of GO/25-45 are attributed to more edge side oxidations as a result of the slower diffusion rate of KMnO₄ and lower amount of hydroxyl and epoxy protecting H₃PO₄ per unit area of GO in larger particles. It can be concluded that unlike the literature explanation [1,27], decrement in particle size of raw graphene caused a slight reduction in the oxidation degree. This could be explained by the bigger lateral size of GO/25-45 compared to others, that is confirmed by the morphological results. Additionally, particle size had a dramatic effect on the distribution of oxygen functional groups on GO sheets which may help the choice of appropriate modification chemical for its utilization in various application areas.

TGA results of GO samples are given in Fig. S1. It has been
identified that significant mass loss at about 200 °C was related to pyrolysis of the unstable oxygen functional groups, especially hydroxyl groups, in the GO structure [1]. The highest total mass loss between 190 and 230 °C was detected for GO/25-45 (45.70%) that may be attributed to the more C–O% of this sample.

3.2. Optical, sheet resistance and morphological characterization of GO

UV–VIS spectra of all GO samples are illustrated in Fig. 4. The main absorption peak at 230 nm is attributed to $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ transition of the C= C bond and the small shoulder at around 300 nm is related to n–$\pi^*$ transition of non-bonding electrons of oxygen functionalities.

AFM is the most useful technique to investigate the lateral size and sheet thickness of GO samples. It was interesting to observe that decrement in particle size of raw graphite slightly increased the lateral sizes of finally obtained GO sheets (Fig. 5). This morphological determination was supported with the XPS results discussed above; existence of more carboxylic acid groups in GO/45-75 and GO/150 samples may be the result of smaller GO sheet formation. Concentration of the dispersion which is used in the film formation is one of the important parameters to observe single layer GO on the surface. Therefore, GO thin films were prepared by

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>C1s %</th>
<th>sp$^3$ C–C</th>
<th>sp$^3$ C=C</th>
<th>C–O (OH/epoxy)</th>
<th>C=O (ketone/quinone)</th>
<th>O=C–O (carboxyl)</th>
<th>O/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO/25-45</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>24.03</td>
<td>27.47</td>
<td>32.04</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO/45-75</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>21.62</td>
<td>18.83</td>
<td>38.10</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO/150</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>29.44</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>32.06</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. XPS general spectra and curve fit of C1s spectra of all GO samples.

Fig. 3. FT-IR spectrum of GO samples.

Fig. 4. UV–VIS absorption spectrum of GO/150, GO/45-75 and GO/25-45 samples.
GO/25-45, GO/45-75 and GO/150 dispersions from four different concentrations i.e. 0.3 mg/ml, 1 mg/ml, 2 mg/ml and 8 mg/ml. Single layered GO sheets could be observed for all GO films which were prepared from the most diluted dispersion (0.3 mg/ml) (Fig. 5).

It is known that although single layered graphene is an excellent conductive material, GO behaves mostly as an insulator and has a heterogeneous electronic structure due to its both sp² and sp³ hybridization and presence of oxygen functional groups. However, lateral conductivity of GO has been mentioned by considering the hopping mechanism between sp² clusters [4,39]. Although the lateral size of GO/25-45 was slightly higher than that of GO/45-75 and GO/150, the GO/25-45 film presented smaller conductivity for both 1 mg/ml and 2 mg/ml concentrations (Fig. 6). This is attributed to the existence of more hydroxyl/epoxy groups on basal plane of GO/25-45 which may have disturbed the hopping between sp² conjugated carbons. Further increment in the dispersion concentration (8 mg/ml) caused formation of thick and bulky structured GO sheets (Fig. 5) and as expected, a dramatic decrement in conductivity of the films. Independent from the particle size, these thick films have approximately similar conductivity values. The conductivity values of the films which were prepared from 0.3 mg/ml GO dispersions are not discussed here because of misleading results generating from the full surface coverage problem of this concentration.

3.3. Characterization of PEDOT:PSS-GO composites and performance results of their OLED devices

Sheet resistance of bare PEDOT:PSS, PEDOT:PSS-GO(25-45), PEDOT:PSS-GO(45-75) and PEDOT:PSS-GO(150) were measured as 806 ± 338, 30 ± 5, 39 ± 8 and 26 ± 9 MΩ, respectively and no
deviation from the resistance value of PEDOT:PSS-GO/150 was detected depending on the GO concentration. Decrement in sheet resistance of PEDOT:PSS-GO composites compared to bare PEDOT:PSS may be attributed to the benzoid-quinoid transitions of PEDOT [40]. It is thought that GO interacts with PEDOT via π-π stacking and hydrogen bonding due to the oxygen functional groups on GO and stimulates the quinoidal form of PEDOT. No significant influence of this resonance transition, induced with the presence of GO in PEDOT:PSS, on the surface morphology is detected (Fig. S2).

Transmittance curves of all composites are presented in Fig. S3. The values corresponding to 420 nm (the EL maximum of the blue OLED studied in this manuscript), 555 nm (the maximum spectral sensitivity of the human eye under daylight conditions) and Aτ values for the visible range are all determined to be higher than 95%. As expected, the presence of GO in PEDOT:PSS did not cause a significant deviation as the concentration of GO in composites is very low and the film thicknesses were approximately the same with the bare PEDOT:PSS film.

The device structure of the OLED and energy band diagram is shown in Fig. 7 and the performance curves of devices are given in Fig. 8 and Fig. S4. Light emissions of all the devices were in the blue area. Although small deviations are observed due to the doping of GO and depending on the applied voltage, the CIE coordinates of all devices were determined to be 0.18;0.18 (x;y) at the maximum applied voltage. The device with the HIL of PEDOT:PSS-GO/150 presented the best performance. The luminous and external efficiencies in HIM were optimized at this concentration and this is supported by all performance data including the current density-voltage and efficiency curves, respectively (Fig. 8).

As stated above, decreasing the GO concentration in the HIM, constantly reduced the NDR intensity and current leakages. Although all performance values were better than the reference device, the efficiency increment was obtained up to 0.1 mg/ml GO/150 and further decrement in the amount of GO/150 in HIM reduced the efficiency values. The results suggest that not only the energy levels but also the number of electron accepting functionalities in HIM were optimized at this concentration and this is supported by all performance data including the current density values at 100 cd/m² reported in Table 2.

4. Conclusion

Effects of raw graphite's particle size on the properties of obtained GO were investigated systematically. The particle size of raw graphite has an impact on the oxidation degree and the formation of decisive oxygen functional group on the GO. It was determined that maximum C–O groups existed on GO/25–45, whereas C=O and C(O)OH groups were the dominant functional groups on GO/45–75 and GO/150, respectively. Different densities of oxygen functionalities on each GOs may help the choice of appropriate modification chemical for its utilization in various application areas. Independent from the particle size of starting graphite, increasing the stock dispersion concentration used in the preparation of film, led the formation of bulky structured GO films and caused a decrement in lateral conductivity. Starting from larger graphite samples resulted in smaller lateral size of GOs. Although the morphology is not affected, sheet resistance of PEDOT:PSS is reduced with the presence of GO. Transmittance of all composites was above 95%. These composites are utilized as the HIL of a solution processed blue OLED and an increase in the NDR behavior was observed with the decrease in starting particle size of raw graphite. All performance values obtained were better than the reference device. This situation is attributed to not only the potential barrier increase between the HIL and p-type emission layer but also to the population of carboxyl function groups on the GO.

Fig. 7. a) OLED structure and b) Energy band diagram.
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Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PEDOT-PSS-GO (x mg/ml)</th>
<th>Working Voltage [V]</th>
<th>Current Density [mA/cm²]</th>
<th>Luminous Efficiency [cd/A]</th>
<th>Power Efficiency [lm/W]</th>
<th>External Quantum Efficiency [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT-PSS: 0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT-PSS: 0.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT-PSS: 0.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT-PSS: 0.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT-PSS: 0.03</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. a) Current Density – Voltage, b) Luminance – Voltage, c) Normalized EL – Wavelength, d) Power Efficiency – Current Density, e) Luminous Efficiency – Current Density, f) EQE – Current Density curves of ITO/PEDOT:PSS-GO(0.3 mg/ml)/ADS231BE/Cs2CO3/Al devices.
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